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 party style that allows you to transform your slimes into just about anything; Elemental, a funky style with nine different elements. You can't go wrong with any of them, or with any of the many variations available for both existing and new slime types. All you need to do is put them in a spirit server and enjoy the light show. Credits The Slimes are all by Brando. The beautiful green slimes are by
Lismar. The rest of the slimes are by The Can't Believe Its Not Me. Lastly, I'd like to give credit to the numerous other slimes mods out there who have inspired me with their own styles, and also to all the ones who have come before them. At last, a problem that they didn't create: The legend of the casters! Also, I'd like to give credit to Konami's Bizarre Bakery for being the only mod that I use that

made a difference in my life. Logged Because I can,also because I don't care what you want.XBL: OriginalCeeKayWii U: CeeKay Thank you so much, on this one I totally agree. I went around to all the websites I found and they were like 2K for a 1gb file and the descriptions didn't even cover the different slime styles (or what they do). It took awhile to figure out what they did and I have about
2/3rd's of them, but I'm now back to the only one I use, the green one. And thanks to The Can't Believe Its Not Me for being so active in making mods as well as making a gamification system that I use. I'm in the lottery every week, but I get my slime about once a month at the end of the month, and I love the way it makes me think about it. Oh! I forgot to add. I love the Normal Slime you guys added

too! It's the only mod that I use, but it makes my slime feel more normal.Günther Jauch G 82157476af
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